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Lees: Some Fundamental Concepts of Earth History

SO~l!E

FC~DA~.!Ei\TAL

CO:\TCEPTS OF EAR'l'H
HISTOHY.

JA:MES H. LEES.

We liavc been a~·custorncd to think, most of us, that in the
early days of the worl<l 's geologic history i\' ature manifested herself in forms different fr;:m tho.;c whild1
with we
arc familiar;
that God, the supreme Power of the universe, employed other
ty.pes of energy than those by means of which He \YOrks today.
And these conceptions haV(' been fostered and infiucnced very
largely, cOIJ8L'iously er tmcom;cionsl.'", by our religions am[ theological training. For vrc cad1 have a theology, whether we recognize an<l admit it or Hot, :rnd we arc governed in our thinking
to a large extent by this theology and it is very likely to color our
outlook upon life and our interpretations of the phenomena of
the outside worltl. \Ve have accepted the science of three thousand years ago because of a certain imputed authority, and have
given it prcccdenec, in the theologil'al domain at least over the
science of today. Our religious i1mtr11ction hn.s !wen distinctive
in the teaching that the methods whi(•h Uod nst>cl in creatii1g this
world vverc entirely apart frum those by \Yhich Ile perpetuated it.
The scierwc of geolog'_Y was fonrnled upon concpp.t.
this
The
world is today peopk<l with certain gronps of animal and plant
life. 111 the rnd:s are found entombed the remains of other t>·:;cs
differing wid8ly from ear-11 oi her arnl frorn modPrn forms. These
facts were a1·counted for in early (lays hy the li,\'IJOthe-.is of a
series crf' creative fiats arnl dcstrudiYe catacly~1ms whcreli,\· new
and successively hig·hrr on1ers of life \Yerc alternate],\· c1eplo,\·ed
and as autocratieall:-· S\Yept off thP stage, as it were i11 a monH'nt
of time. Here again theology ha-; gui<le(l sr·iPnCP and \H' have
investigated natural phenomena in the light of a psrndo-seientific
interpretation whir·h we have read into certain Bihlieal riassages.
Our scientific forbears at first failell tD realize that the laws of
development and clccay opernte<l as perfec~tly a 1 Hl inexorably in
the h•ginning· as now, 1hat the perpetuation or the extermination
of any form of life depends upon its ahilit,\' to ac1apt itself to
external corclitim's aud aho upon what I may call its adherence
to standar<l. lt is the .plai11er, simpler, more mobile types \vhich
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have persisted from the past. 'l'he bizarre, the ultra-radical as
well as the ultra-conservative, have disappeared, or, what is just
as fatal to real progress, have failPd to keep pace with tbe march
of the raee, have fallen hopelessly behind in the onward sweep
of life toward higher and higher development.
'l'he trend of modern scientific thonght has heen away from the
eataelysrnic tmrnnl a more uniformitarian point of view. We
are corning to understand that present forms of life differ from
those existent c1nring earlier periods not because they belong to
a distinet ereation lmt heeause they have progressed during the
ages. have developed those~ traits and characters which fitted
them to compete 1rith nntowar(l conditions and unfavoring circumstances.
If we tnrn to inanimate nature the same rnle of uniformity
holds good. The roek foundations of the continent to the :profonrnlest depths ,\'Ct pcnctratrd hear every evidence of formation
h,1- tlte Ramr agciwie'> and urnlrr control of the Rame laws as
those now operative. The onl.1' differencrs are those of location
and deg-ree. There was a time when, according to the most
modern and reasonable theory of earth history, the upbuilding
of the earth's mass by accretion from outside sources was the
dominant activity. At other and successive periods volcanic
forces have raged ·with tremendous violence and enormous volumes of liquid rock have poured over the surface or have been
thrust into the solid body of the earth. During still other periods, and these have been the dominant ones of the earth's later
history, the quiet processes of erosion of the lands and deposition
in the seas have been uppermrnit in importance. These latter
processes have given us our sandstones, the beds of shale which
enclose our coals and the limestones whic·h form such an important resource for construetional purposes. To them we owe in
large measure onr vast resources of iron, of rock salt, of gy.psum
and of other minerals. And these processes are today as active
as ever they were. The mud hanks and sand bars at the mouths
of onr great rivers, the limy clays and beds of shell and coral in
the quiet, shallow off-shore reaches of the modern oceans, these
will as surely consolidate into solid .rock as have similar deposits
of the past.
It is my purpose to outline briefly the progress of the ideas
which have been held successively hy students of natural his-
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tory regarding the origin of the earth and the operation of natural phenomena.
From the beginning of man's history as a thinking being he
has been impressed by the outstanding forces of Nature and the
more obtrusive features of the earth's surface. Storm and flood,
thunder and lightning. volcano and earthquake inspired ,him
with fear and led him to invest them with supernatural origin
and power, while on the other harnl the pleasant shady vale or
the bubbling spring suggested to his facile imagination the presence of harmless spritrs ancl reveling 11.'·mphs. Monotheism has
displaced these manifold and ill-assorted divinities by one Supreme Ruler and an orderly aml 11rverfailing body of la1L But
it has always been the curse of science, popular as ~well as technical, that from the observed bod.\- of fact and experience unwarranted conclusions have been dra1,;n and fantastic hypotheses
have hren formulated. 'l'here is always the tendency to devise
the extraordinary, rather than the ordinar.\' explanation for
natural phenomena. On the other hand it mnst be recognized
that this te!l(lern·y to spc'l'Ulate when it has bern har·ked up by
solid fact and proven hrn-. hns been sonrce
the
·of all advanced
ideas regarding the past history of onr world and the method
of operation of the forces which have been and are shaping it.
"\Vhile, then, the laity among the Greeks and Romans were eontent to aseribe sud1 forces to supernatural canses their :philosophers, from Herodotus and Aristotle to Strabo and Pliny, were
coming to apprec·iate the natural causes of physical phenomena.
Thus Herodotus. 500 years before Christ, attributed the Vale of
Tempe to an earthquake, rather than to the work of Hercules,
and Strabo, about the beginning of the Christian era, never alludes to the legendary mode of its ori!:!·in. as if there could be no
reasonable doubt. Aristotle (884-822 B. C.), who wrote extensively on scientific subjeets, discussed earthquakes and volcanoes
as due to internal fire and wind, an explanation which was
accepted for centuries. "\Vhile some of the attempted explanations of these thinkrrs were crude and fantastic yet in many
cases they show accurate observation and acute reasoning. Seneca
( -65 A. D.) remarks that "Though the processes below ground
are more hidden from us than those on the surface of the earth,
they are none the less equall.v governed by invariable laws.''
The fact that fossil shells have been found far from the present
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scm: aml at considcrahle altitudes above SNt level has led to much
speculation. The Ureck a11d Homan scholars arc positive in their
opinion that these rcconl the former 'presence of the sra-a conclusion which might well have been acceptrd by their snecessors
of the l\Iiddle Ages arn1 later. How sud1 rhangcs of lewl were
effected they could not explain, any rnorr than they could tell
how the mountains and the valleys, the rivPrs arH1 the plains
attained their present forrn!-l. Indeed it was not until the last
century that the trne explanation for these features \vas found
-again, the most reasonahle allll natural explanation, lying:
ready to hand when some ohsener should lie clear minded
enough to grasp it. But before the fall of the Roman empire
the operation of rertain well defined natural law>i bcl'll
had
appreciated arn1 it is noteworthy that the dewloprn('nt of the scientifie spirit in investigating .:\atnre was nnhirnln·ed h.v theological
preconceptions or .;rnpular rniseonceptions. If the same toleranee
had been manifest in Christian Europe the history of 8.·ientific
researrh \rnuld have brrn far diffc•rent than it actnall,,- has
been.
During the :J1i<1dle Ages the Arabs endeavcrecl to enlar!l·e the
hounds of natnra l s~.ience and one of them, Avicenna ( !)80-1037),
statrs with.admirable elr'arness that "Mountains may arise from
tffo muse;;, either from nplifiing· of thr grnnml. sm·h as takes
pla! e in earthquakes. or from thr effeet of rmrning water and
\rind.''
n_,- the time of tlw revin1l of learning· th2 C1rnrc·h had ohtaincc1 snch a hold on the mim1s of men and on their methods
of stud,,- that they v•ere allo\\·ed toopinion
express 110
on the
a!re of the rarth or its g-eoLgi(• hi:,tory ,·.-hieh
('()lllltrr
\ms to
the mm1s of the first ehapter d Cienesis. This effel'tin'l.'· (lispo>:ed of the notion that the :-;ea had once (ffPrspn·ac1 the lands
and that in it had live:l animals \\-]wie nniains an• now entomhe<l
in the rock~;. l''or had llot the Creator separated larnl and sea
befon' nnimal life 1rns ealle(l i11to being'! );either an.'\\'HS there
plaee for the hrres.'- tl'.at the fossiliferous roeks, though perhaps
sev<'ral thousand feet thick, hacl acl·nmulatcd during in11nensr'
periods, for there was no eseaping the dogma that the world hacl
heen ercatf'll out of nothing: ahout 6,000 :·cars ago.
So to e-:ca.;1e martyrdom hnd the irrefutable facts of Xature
at the same time there was adopte<l the expedient that these
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fossils never represented living creatures, but were mere sports of
nature, lusus naturae, lapides sui generis, lapides figurati. Those
who could not accept this hypothesis had recourse to Noah's
flood, although the impossibility of this .explanation is equaled
only by that of the other. But the '' Diluvialisb;'' formed an
important theologieo-scientifie schocl during the 16th, 17th and
18th centuries, although they were combated by such men as
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), the sculptor-engineer, Nicolas
Steno the Dane (1631-1687), •Yl10 \\'as among the first to see that
the earth's strata constitute a chronological record. and Robert
Hooke the Englishman (l6:35-170:l), •vho argued against the
insufficiency of the Noachian Drlng"C' in length. just as somr other
scholars had come to f[llestion its univrrsalit~·.
During this ;period there were devised a number of cosmogonies,
whose chief aim was to harmonize natnral events with theological
intrrpretations and whosr ehirf eharactrristic srems to h:we
lwen their disregard for natural phrnomrna. 'rhe limitations
nndrr which thrir authors lahored. hoth as to their knowledge
of N"ature and as to the time within whieh the~· must compress the
history they treatrd. rrsnlted in many lndit•rons suppositions,
such as the one alread~· mentioned, that the immense thidmrsses
of fmsiliferons roeks wrre forrnrtl during thr Flontl.
'l'herr is a group of writers who drs?rvr special mention because their theories carry tlie first forrshadowi1ws of the trnl~·
seientifi.e attempts to explain origins and forees. These men
were Descartes (lf:·96-1650). r,eibnitz (1646-1716) and Buffon
(1707-1788) who all held that the planets were originally glowing
bodies like the sun. Buffon went further and conceived of the
planets as having formed a part of the sun's mass, "·hence tlte)'
were separated .by the shoe:~ of a comet. Whilr thesr men were
limited by lark of data regarding the C'Omposition and mechanics
of the heavenly bodies. their honest rfforts to really use such
knowletlge as tl'r" had must command our admiration. Buffon
indeed looked forward to the time when the oceans would erode
away and cover the lands and when the planet would become
p:radnally refrigerated and unfit for human or'.cupancy.
During the latter part of the 18th century there ·were probably
no scholars who influenced geological thought as profoundl~·
though in totally divergent directions as did the German Werner
(1749-1817) ancl the Scotchman Hutton (1726-1797), founders
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respectively of the schools of Neptunists and Plutonists. ·werner
and his school revived the old idea that the entire earth had been
covered to the summits of the mountains by a universal ocean,
and believed that from this ocean all the rocks had been deposited
by chemical precipitation; l::ence the geological formations were
universal in extent and uniform in chararter. At a suitable time
this universal ocean conveniently disappeared but it had to be
reealled in order to deposit some other formations which had
been discovered out of their natural order. Then it again vanished like a ·well trained servant. The Neptunists also insisted on
the aqueous origin of the vast systems of rocks which are now
known to be and many of which were then claimed by other in. vestigators to be of volcanic or igneous origin.
On the other hand it was one of the fundamental doctrines
of II utton and the Plutonists that the internal heat of the globe
has frequently forced great masses of molten rock into higher
formations or onto the surface of the earth. Hmvever, Hutton
realized that large bodies of rocks are of sedimentary origin.
·while Werner scouted the idea of the importance of earthquake
and volcanic phenomena, Hutton saw in them and in their allied
forces a sufficient agent for the tilting of the strata and the
elevation of the dry lands above the oceans. Unlike his predecessors Hutton attributed volcanic activity to the internal heat of
the globe rather than to the combustion of inflammable substance, such as coal, bitumens, pyrite, &c. It was Hutton's clear
eye, too, which saw more than anyone before him had seen the
importance of running water as a land sculptor. What we today
accept as commonplace was by Hutton's contemporaries rejected
with scorn or quietly ignored.
Previous to the early year.~ of the Hlth century geologists
almost to a man had been Catastrophists-whether Diluvialists or
Vulcanists-coneerned in explaining all striking and unfamiliar
phenomena, all well marked stages in earth history, by some
great convulsion of Nature, by the intervention of some agent or
force not now evident and of which modern science knows
nothing. But Hutton taught that we have no right to appeal, in
formulating the history of the earth, to any causes or forces
which are not in operation at present. In other words the
dominant idea in his philosopl).y was that the present is the key
to the past. He thus laid the foundation for the school of Uni-
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formitarianism, of which Lyell (1797-1875) rising to prominence
a few years later, became the chief ex;ponent. 'fhis school, carrying to its logical conclusion the statement of Hutton that "no
powers are to be employed that are not natural to the globe, no
action to be admitted of except those of which we know the
principle, and no extraordinary events to be alleged in order to
explain a common experience,'' denied that there was any reason
to suppose that geological agents have ever varied in their activity, or in their potency to modify the features of the earth.
While they served to break the shackles with whirh Catastrophism had bound the science, the Uniformist doctrines have been
displaced in large part by the principles of Evolution. 'l'hr Evolnticnist, althoul'h he holds on the one hand to the permanence
of the laws and forces of 1\ature through all the earth's history,
also holds on the other hand that these forces have acted with
varying intensity during different ;periods of that history. Thus
there has been an interplay of laws and agents which has re:=n11ted in exceeding diversit.v of evt~nts and resultant forms.
It may be said herr that hy the time Buffon published his
Epoq11es de ln Nature in 1778, Geology was becoming' freed
from the thrall of theological clogma; hrnce hr felt at liberty to
n:;'ribe long pericds of time to the development of the earththat is, long as compared with the brief timr previously alloted.
He estimatec1 frrm his experiments \\-ith cast-iron globes that the
world began about 75.000 years ago and would come to an end
98,000 years henee. \Vhile
figures
thrse
seem small to the modern geologist they represrnt a great advance bryonrl the limitations of earlier writers. and may he said to mark the be£tinning of
an intelligent attempt to e-itimate the duratio11 of geologic time.
Uncloubtedl.v thr theory of earth origin which more than any
other since the brginning of the 19th rentury has influenced
g·eologir thoUQ'ht, is that of La Plaer, known as the Laplacian or
Nehnlar Hypothesis. Pierre Simon, Marquis de La Place, was
horn in 1749 of very poor farmer parents and diecl in 1827. He
was one of the most brilliant of mathematicians and astronomer.-; arnl through his studies of celPstial mpchanics was able to
formulate more clearly than any other scholar of his own or
previous time a theory of the origin of the solar system. This
was published in 1796 as a footnote to his E.rposition du systeme
dn mondc. According to this hypothesis the material of the solar

-
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system was originally in an extremely heated gaseous spheroid
extending far beyond the present orbit of Neptune. 'rhis
spheroid contracted and rotated as a result of loss of heat. In
time an equatorial ring of gaseous matter was left behind in the
orbit now occupied by Neptune. After further shrinkage other
rings were formed where the other planets now revolve. As
these rings cooled they parted and collected into spheroi<ls which
gradua11y condensed into the planets. Most of them while still
gaseous gave off secondary rings \Yh ich evolved into satellites.
In those cases where cooling progressed far enongh the masses
liquified and
length their surfaces hardened into rock. A
modification of the theory suggested that owing to pressure
solidification would begin at the center, while on the contrary
other students urged that th temperature at the center would
be too high for the original gas ever to liquify.
Now it will be conceded that there are many features of
the solar system ~which seem to harmonize beautifully with this
theory. It is certainly true also that the earth's interior is hot
and that vast quantities of molten rock haw been thrust forth
from within. And it is also true that most of the oklest known
roeks are igneous or derived from igneous rocks. But on the
other hand there have developed, especially in recent years, a
number of serious objections.
(1) Lord Kelvin compntecl that the density of the nebula
when it was expanded forty times beyond the orbit of the earth
(Neptune's orbit has a radius thirty times that of the earth)
would be 1/570,000,000 that of common air. It is difficult to
understand how such a diffuse body could maintain such an exceedingly high temperature as postulated, and why its substance
would not have cooled to solid particles long before these could
become aggregated.
(2) It has been urged that definite rings might not be formed
but that the equatorial matter ·would separate particle by particle.
(3) Mathematical calculations show difficulties in the way of
a ring forming into a spheroid so simply as the theory demands.
The earth ring would have a cross section of about twenty-five
miles and its center of gravity would be at the center of the sun.
Such a ring of gas with its exceedingly low gravitative force and
with the high temperatures necessary to keep all the earth substances in gaseous form could not hold together by its own

at
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gravitative control the atmospheric constituents, nor the waters
of the ocean, nor probably even the much heavier rock substances of the future earth.
(4) In any rotating system the .momentum of rotation remains constant through all changes of state. As the nebula
contracted it rotated faster and hence assuming the present
momentum of the solar system, the sun should today have an
equatorial velocity of 270 miles per second. Its actual velocity
is about one and one-third miles per second. There seems to be
no agent competent to have caused this enormous retardation.
( 5) If the mass of the solar system be theoretically converted
into a gaseous spheroid as po.stulatcd by La Place and be given
all its pref>ent mo1rwnturn, hy the .time the Neptunian ring is
ready to be separated the nebula will be found to have less than
of .the momentum necessary for that separation. In like
2h
manner at the ,Jupiter stage the momentum of the nebula will be
only 1 ~ 0 of the nec.ec;;sary vaiue, at the earth stage 11/-rnr and
at the Mercury stage 12)r 0 . Reversing the statement~at the
time the Xeptrmian ring wa~ ready to be formed there would be
required for separation a momentum 200 times as great as the
actual momentum at that sta.ge. In the Jcvian stage the needed
momentum would exceed that available hy 140 times; in the
earth stage by 1800 times; in the J\Iercury stage by 1200 times.
These figures not only reveal a serious weakness but they show
alarming disere:p.ancies among themselves.
( 6) Directly in line with these facts is the demonstration that
if, assuming again the original nebula, the whole mass remained together until the rate of its rotation became sufficient
to force the separation of a ring, it would not acquire this rotation until it had shrunk well within the orbit of the innermost
planet.
(7) If again we assume the system to have developed to the
stage when Jupiter's ring was ready to be left behind we can see
that ,Jupiter's momentum must be proportioned to that of the
nebular material inside his ring as the masses and velocities and
radii of the two bodies were proportional. Now the mass of
Jupiter and his satellites is about rdoo that of the system exclusive of the planets outside; his orbit. But computations by Sir
George Darwin show that Jupiter and his moons carry 96 per
cent of the whole momentum of the solar nebula at that stage.
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Other planets show similar disproportions between masses and
momenta, some of them even greater than this one. The
planetary system as a whole carries 1/745 of the mass of the entire solar system but it con.tains over 97 per cent of the total
momentum. Tidal reaction between the central and outlying
bodies might help this difficulty slightly hut it is entirely inadequate to fully meet the case.
( 8) It would seem that the rings should have a certain
symmetry and regularity in rnas.ses. But this docs not hold good,
as has always been recognized. The masses of the planets from
vutermost to innermost, taking thr earth as unity, are 17, 14.6.
94.8, 317.7, 0.107:3, 1, 0.82, 0.0476.
(9) The rings should have been circular when formed and
no great divergence should result during later evolution. Most
of the planets satisfy this law fairly well, hut the orbits of the
planetoids are neither circular 110r concentric~, but are singularly
interlooped.
(10) If we consider the evolution of the i;;atcllites from their
primaries we will see that the former should revolve in the same
direction as the rotation of the master sphere:.:, from the very
mode of their origin, and that these master spheres should
rotate in less time than the revolutions of their respective
satellites. But Phobos, the inner satellite of Mars, revolves
around that planet more than three times while the planet
rotates once, and the little bodies which form the inner border of
Saturn's inner ring revolve in about half the time of Saturn's
rotation.
(11) As additional evidence of the same kind may be cited
the discovery that Saturn bas one moon and ,Jupiter two which
revolve in retrograde direction. The necessity of uniformity
of motion under the La:placian hypothesis was so patent that it
was taught that a single exception would prove fatal to the
hypothesis.
It must be remembered that La Plarc propounded his theory
at a time when less was known of the heavenly bodies and their
mechanics, and also of the laws of gases, than is known now.
For many years the theor.I' seemed to fit the observed facts,
astronomic, physical and geologic. It would be hard to overestimate its value to advancing science, substituting as it did ·
something sp;;cific and tangible and reasonable for the wild
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speculations which had preceded it. Some of the facts of
astronomy and physics which recent research has marshalled
against the theory have been stated above. It may be added here
that the Nebular Hypothesis provided an immense atmosphere
during the earl.v stages of the earth's evolution with gradual
diminution until presumably its rarity would allow the total
drying up and freezing of the earth. As it has been expressed,
''Our recent icy stage was but an October frost; Dec: ember was
yet to come." Bnt recent studies have shown the :presence of
glacial epochs almost from tJ,e beginnings of known geologic history as written in the stratified rocks. Furthermore, evidence>
of dry periods far back in the past have come to light and have
still further disturbed the regularity of the supposed course of
events. Again, the granitic masses which were on~e supposed
to represent the very rock foundations of the earth's crust
have proved to be later intrusions and not the original crust at
all. 'fhe globe itself seems to be adding its te.'ltinwny to the
insufficiency of the old theory of its origin.
Some years since, while Dr. T. C. Chamberlin was engaged
in a study of the glacial deposits of Wisconsin, of which state
he was State Geologist, he became interested in an investigation
of the causes of glarial periods. This led him gradually backward to the broader theme of the origin of the earth and the
sufficiency of the Laplacian Hypothesis. After he became president of the Univeristy of Wisconsin and since he has been head
of the department of geology at the University of Chicago he continued his researches, with the coop·eration of Dr. F. R. Moulton,
the able astronomer and mathematician. 'l'he discre:pancies which
were discovered as a result of their computations and which
have been outlined above weakened their faith in the o]r]Pr view
and after several attempts to patch it up or to use some other
existing hypotheses, such as the meteoritic of Lockyer and of
Darwin, they found it necessary to set about the more difficult
constructive task of formulating a new hypothesis which would
avoid the pitfalls that had wrecked the old one and which would
fit observed facts and demonstrated laws. Their progressive
re1mlts were subjected constantly to the most rigorous mathematical f.~rutiny and the completed hypothesis-the Planetesimal
Hypothesis-seems to meet the most exacting demands of modern
science. A brief outline of this hypothesis must suffice here.
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It is postulated that the solar system originated from the
slight disruption of an ancestral sun by the distant approach of
another star. This resulted in the throwing out of a :part of the
sun's mass into two opposite, spirally curved arms-a spiral
nebula was formed. Now it seems to be a ·well established fact
that such approaches are not uncommon events, as celestial events
go, and arc recorded by the flashing out of nevv stars. It is true,
too, that the spiral nebula is the predominant form in the heavens.
When it is realized that 0111~, 1 1-,~- of thr solar sy:~trm's mass is contained in the planetary hodirs it will be realized how comparatively insignificant may .have been the event which caused the
initiation of the system, especially in consider,1tion of the enormous volumes of matter which are constantly being shot out from
the sun under ordinary conditions and apparently without any
external stimulus.
Reasoning from the analogy of observed spiral nebulIB it is
assumed that the matter contained in the two arms was embraced
partly in knots or rnas~es of more aggTegated matter, between
which were immense spaces more sparsely occupied. As the sunsubstanee was shot forth it must have cx·,pand2d enormously and
before long much of it pass8d from the gaseous state through the
liquid to the solid, though of course it remained in an extremely
finely divided state. The spectra of the spiral ncbulIB show that
they are in this finely divided, chiefly solid condition. Perhaps
the larger knots, even in their most expanded and cooled state,
had gaseous centers. The smaller knots doubtless were composed
of solid particles.
The attraction of the passing star had imparted a rotatory
motion to the arms of the nebula, hence the whole mass swept
around its center of gravity, the knots exerting a secondary pull
of their own, the more scattered matter controlled directly by
the central parental body. Some of the matter shot out was
doubtless drawn back into the sun but the remainder proceeded
in its evolution to form the planetary system. The knots served
as the nuclei about which revolved a great swarm of matter.
most of which was in time gathered into closer relat10nship to
form planets, planetoids or satellites. The knots also acted as harvest-ers of the celestial reaping grounds, if I may use the figure,
and drew in such of the scattered particles, the planetesimals,
which had been revolving directly around the sun, as came
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within their spheres of attraction and as. they were competent
to hold. In the case of the larger planets these doubtless included
even the lightest gases, such as hydrogen and helium, but the
smaller planets such ·as the earth could hold only the heavier
atmospheric gases, and these only after the temperatures had
fallen to those of their presrnt surfaces. 'l'he smallest planets,
Mercury and Mars, and the planetoids and satellites never were
able to hold atmo8pheric gases or water vapor. Some smaller
knots in the vicinity of the larger ones were within their spheres
of control and so became satellite knots. From thei"r smaller
gathering power they would always remain relatively small. As
':l result of the nature of their origin the different knots would
nave irregular spacings and masses. Hence their growth would
he unequal and in ultimate character they would be different.
It seems probable that th·3 largest of the planets, Jupiter, has
always been very hot. Indeed he is held hy some astronomers to
be self-luminous, a miniature sun. In the case of the earth knot
the smaller size permitted rapid and probably complete cooling
so that the juvenile earth was not very hot, either inside or outside. Probably the core was never liquified, either -from its
orig:inal rondrnsation or from later acerrtions of planetesimal
matter. Whatever tendency there was in this direction because
of friction or compression would be antagonized by" the increasing
pressi.u~e of overlying rock.
The atmos;here of the earth is thought to have been derived.
first from gases entrapped in the planetesimal matter and later
released; second from gaseous matter which had been revglving
al;iout the growing earth-'' the irreducible gaseous residium of
the knot"; and third from matter which came in with :planetesimals or as planetesimals. Its evolution began early and in a
minor way is continuing at the present day.
The hydrosphere, the water of the earth, was somewhat later
in forming. Molecules of water-vapor have a greater velocity
than do those of the atmospheric gases and hence would not condense into water until after an atmosphere had been well developed. If, as computation shows to be probable, the earthknot had 30 or 40 per cent of the present mass of the earth, it no
doubt held water-vapor from the first, and so the hydrosphere
would begin its development early in the planet's evolution. In
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the very nature of things the young earth probably had arid
regions and 1periods as well as humid ones.
Probably it was not long after this that volcanic action began
on the growing earth. With the continual infall of material there
was a parallel tendency to readjustment, reassortment, and consequent condensation. This would cause increased pressure and
pressure generates heat. 'l'he heat at the center moved outward
into regions of lower pressure and here the melting points of
some substances were reached. The tendency was for these fused
masses to ascend and hence in time the surface was reached. In
many cases the lava so formed cooled as great masses within the
porous outer zone. In othPr cases it welled quietly out upon the
surface, and in yet others, where gases were confined within the
molten rock, violently explosive eruptions took place. The climax
of vulcanism seems to have been reached during Archean time,
at the very beginning of observable geologic history. Since then
the processes of weathering, erosion and sedimentation have beccme more and more predominant, although there have been repeated o.utbursts of volcanic activit~' such as those which gave
us the trar; rocks and granites of ~ew Engfand and thP great lava
:flows of the Columbia river basin. Bnt most of the P''St-Archcan
rocks arc sedimentary deposits formecl hy the ageney of wind and
water.
It is •probable that radio-activity was a contributing factor in
initiating and perpetuating volcanic activity, just as electricity
and magnetism were influential in helping on the grmvth of the
earth knot.
It was inevitable that there should be irre£rnlarities in the
surface of the young spher.e, both from the infall of planetesimals
and from volcanic activit~, and deformative movements. In the
hollovvs thus formecl the hydrosphere first appeared at the surface. As more ancl more water-vapor condensecl and the hydrosphere grew the lakelets increased in size and numbers until the
oceans of today were developed. The material which underlay
these water bodies and which fell into them was Jes-; subject to
weathering processes than the material which formed the land
areas and as a result the land masses earne to have a lower
specific gravity than the suhoceanic masses. 'I'his resulted in progressive compression and depression of the ocean basin ancl corresponding laying bare ancl crowding of the land masses. Crump-
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ling and distortion were attendant upon these events and the
irregularities of the continents were continually aggravated.
Lines of weakness developed and here, as we might expect, volcanic and earthquake activity are in evidence.
Conditions favorable for . the maintenance of life no doubt
ensued long before the earth attained its full growth, but we
have no means of knowing ;vhen or whence or how or where that
life was initiated, except that doubtless it was in the water, and
the first forms were plantlike in nature. By the time the first
available legible record was made in the oldest exposed sedimentary rocks, both animal and plant life were highly developed
and widely deployed. A great lapse o{ time must be represented
by this development, a.period, it may be, equal to or greater than
all subsequent time.
By way of summary, then, it may be stated that the Planetesimal Hypothesis provides fo1· the beginning of the solar system
by a spiral nebula, from the arms of which have developed the
planetary bodies, while the central part has become, or remained,
the sun. Limiting our attention to the earth we may trace first
the growth of the lithosphere, the solid part, by accretions of
planetesimals, then the development of the atmosphere, and a
little later of the hydrosphere, by release and closer indrawing
and capture of their component elements. The oceans have
always occupied essentially their present basins and have merely
overlap:ped more or less the continental margins and from time
to time have transgressed the interiors of the great land masses.
Unlike the Laplacian Hypothesis this one does not demand
symmetry and uniformity either in the spacing and masses and
motions of the planetary brdies or in the progress of their development and history, but provides latitude for all observed
and probable variations. The occurrence of arid and glacial conditions on the earth is thu.s not only allowable, but is a probable,
an almost rieressary feature of a.ctual reactions and interactions
between lithosphere, hydro.sphere and atmosphere. The hypotlwsis t1~'ems to meet the necessities of the solar system and so
far no critical objections have been advanced against it, although
it has been abundantly discussed before the learned societies of
the United States.
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In conduding this outline of the progress of thought regarding geologic history l am reminded of Tennyson's beautiful and
expressive lines:
"There rolls the deep where grew the tree.
O earth what changes has thou seen!
There where the long street roars hath been
The stillness of the central sea.
"The hills are shadcws, and they flow
From form to form and nothing stands;
They melt like mists, the solid lands,
Like clouds they shape themselves and go."
IowA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DES MOINES
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